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The following resources were utilized in the July 1, 2016, Student Assistance Team Process
revisions:
● Michigan Integrated Behavior and Learning Support Initiative
http://miblsi.cenmi.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=Ly93v147pp0%3D&tabid=2290
● Kansas Technical Assistance System Network - Kansas MTSS Project
http://www.kansasmtss.org/overview.html
● Florida RtI - Guiding Tools for Instructional Problem Solving http://www.floridarti.org/gtips/index.html
● Portland State University - Basic FBA to BSP
https://sites.google.com/a/pdx.edu/basicfba/
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Student Assistance Overview
General education intervention occurs when a child demonstrates needs that are not currently being met
within the general education setting. The process begins as early as preschool and requires schools to have
data-based documentation of appropriate instruction in general education settings delivered by qualified
personnel, repeated measures of academic achievement showing progress during instruction, and the general
education interventions and strategies implemented for each child.
General education intervention can be conducted using two models:
● A school-wide approach to providing multi-tiered systems of support to all children to achieve more
successfully
● Individual child problem-solving often referred to as Student Assistance Teams.
COMPONENTS OF A MULTI-TIERED SYSTEM OF SUPPORT (MTSS)
Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS)
● Framework to provide all students with the best opportunities to succeed academically and behaviorally
● Provides high quality instruction and interventions matched to student needs
● Frequent progress monitoring
● Data are used to allocate resources to improve student learning and support staff implementation of
effective practices
The Hallmarks of an Effective MTSS Framework are:
● The use of a data-based decision-making process
● Assessments and data that are timely, matched to the learning targets, valid and reliable
● Faithfully adhered to cycle of screening, validating, planning, implementing, progress monitoring and
adjusting, in each tier of instruction
Data-Based Decision-Making and Problem-Solving
● Data is examined on multiple levels (regional, district, building, grade, and student)
● Alignment between questions and data source
● Meetings held regularly to discuss data
● Research-based procedure for data review (such as Data Dialogue)
● Clearly defined entry and exit rules regarding movement between tiers of service
● Student impact data (data that shows the effect of the strategy on student performance) and fidelity
data are analyzed regularly to determine effectiveness
● Accurate, relevant, and timely data sets used for decision-making
Universal Screening
● All students - minimum three times per year
● Reliable, valid, and predictive measures
● Process to ensure fidelity, including use of fidelity checklists
● Data is shared with and accessible to all key stakeholders
● System in place for easy input of and access to universal screening data
● The purpose of the data is understood – to inform instruction and intervention
● Systematic assessment of all students on academic and/or social-emotional indicators
● May require support that varies in terms of level, intensity, and duration
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Progress Monitoring
● Administered at a frequency based on student need
● Progress monitoring measures aligned with learning objectives and/or interventions
● Clearly defined entry and exit rules regarding movement between tiers of service
● Professional development provided for administration, scoring, and data analysis that informs
instruction and intervention
● Reliable, valid, and predictive measures
● Process to ensure fidelity, including use of fidelity checklists
● Data is shared with and accessible to all key stakeholders
● System in place for easy input of and access to progress monitoring data
● The purpose of the data is understood – to inform instruction and intervention
Continuum of Evidence-Based Practices
Use of a continuum of practices and programs with proven effectiveness to meet the learning goals for the
population being served is critical to minimizing the number of students who are not responding to the core
instruction. The Components of this continuum include:
High Quality Tier 1 (Core) Instruction - General academic and behavior instruction and support designed for all
students in all settings.
● Clear learning expectations along with brief reviews of previous learning
● Overt modeling
● High student engagement and opportunities to respond
● Frequent incremental and descriptive feedback
● Follow-up instruction
● Distributed practice
● Differentiation
● Apply use of a 4:1 ratio when addressing behaviors (4 positives for every 1 correction)
Tier 2 and 3 Supports - Targeted and intensive instruction that increases in terms of intensity and duration as
progress monitoring of student progress determines need:
● Based on student data, instruction should increase in intensity and duration until student has reached
mastery
● Programs, procedures, and routines should be proven in terms of efficiency and effectiveness for the
skills needed
● Increased academic need of student should be matched by increased teacher skill
● Frequent progress monitoring should direct ongoing instruction and feedback
Focus on Fidelity of Implementation
● Professional development provided for administration, scoring, and interpretation of fidelity checks
● A system is in place that delineates personnel in charge of collecting adult implementation data and
ensures a defined schedule for the collection of adult implementation data
● Adult implementation data is considered in conjunction with student impact data when making decisions
regarding the effectiveness and appropriateness of services
● The focus on fidelity checks is understood – to ensure proper implementation of the practice
Sources:
http://miblsi.cenmi.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=Ly93v147pp0%3D&tabid=2290
http://www.kansasmtss.org/overview.html
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COMPONENTS OF STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM
While schools are transitioning to a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) framework, the Student Assistance
Team may continue to function as a single, separate team. However, the Student Assistance Team is the
student-level problem-solving component of the collaborative data team structure of MTSS. Once a
building/district has fully implemented the MTSS framework, Student Assistance Teams will be embedded
within existing processes.
Student Assistance Teams (SATs) carry out the steps of a problem-solving sequence that results in the
development of an intervention plan. The plan documents the child’s: areas of concern, the interventions
implemented, data reflecting the child’s response to the interventions, and recommendations based on the
child’s response to the interventions. Although academic and behavioral concerns rely on inherently different
data and perspective, both can be addressed through the problem-solving sequence.
Student Assistance Teams support the following core beliefs:
● All children can learn
● Parents are partners
● We can effectively teach all children
● Early intervention is critical
● The best decisions are guided by data
● A team problem-solving model is critical
SAT or MTSS coordinator:
● Schedules Student Assistance Team meetings
● Collects relevant data
● Takes meeting minutes
● Distributes resources
Steps of the SAT Process
Problem Identification

Review existing data to identify the gap between expected performance
and student level
-Clearly define skill deficits
-Operationally define behaviors of concern
-Identify lagging skills

Problem Analysis

Problem-solve based on data to develop hypotheses for root cause

Intervention
Implementation

Develop intervention support plan for monitoring student progress and
fidelity of implementation

Response to
Intervention/Instruction

Review student progress and adjust intervention as indicated by the data
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SAT Team Members
All persons who have relevant information to contribute about the student. At a minimum this includes:
● The general education teacher
● Parent
● A school administrator.
Additional team members could include:
● School counselor
● Intervention specialist
● Special education teacher
● Speech therapist
● Social worker
● Psychologist
● Additional general education teacher(s)
NOTE: When problem-solving a behavioral concern, consideration should be given to people who have
flexibility within their role to carry out the work. Individuals involved in a SAT for a student with a behavior
concern may need to conduct classroom observations, conduct interviews, analyze data, etc. The required
student interview should be completed by an adult who knows the child and has a positive rapport with
him/her.
SAT Referral
● Students who have not responded to interventions that were implemented with fidelity - request for a
Student Assistance Team should be made in writing to the SAT coordinator
● Utilize the Student Assistance Team Referral Form
Required Forms
1-Student Assistance Team Referral Form (pages 8-11)
● Background information and data
● Completed prior to the first SAT meeting
2-SAT Problem-Solving Worksheet (pages 12-18)
● Used to guide SAT meeting
● Serves as a record of minutes
● Should be viewed as a “living document” to be revisited/revised based on student progress
● *If fully compete, the behavior section contains all components of a functional behavior assessment
SAT Process: See Step-by-Step Student Assistance Team Guides for Academic and Behavior (page 7)
Supporting Materials
● Student Assistance Team Meeting Expectations (page 19)
● Student Assistance Team Meeting Invitation (page 20)
● Parent Brochure (page 21)
● Release of Information (page 22)
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STEP-BY-STEP STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM GUIDE
The following steps are to be used with a child for whom there is an academic or behavioral concern:
Academic

STEP 1:
PRIOR TO
STUDENT
ASSISTANCE
TEAM MEETING

1) Contact your district SAT coordinator to initiate the EUPISD Student Assistance Team
(SAT) Referral Form and share with other relevant SAT members
2) Document student performance, parent contacts, academic strengths/weaknesses,
areas of concern, interventions, and accommodations on the SAT Referral Form over at
least a 4-week period
3) Notify parent of SAT meeting and provide SAT Parent Brochure

STEP 2:
INITIAL
STUDENT
ASSISTANCE
TEAM MEETING

1) Team works to complete steps 1, 2, and 3 of the Problem-Solving Worksheet (District
SAT Coordinator will initiate the worksheet)
2) All team members should be active participants by sharing interventions already
attempted and the results of the interventions
3) All team members should commit to following the Student Assistance Team Meeting
Expectations (page 17)
4) Establish follow up meeting date/time

STEP 3:
INTERVENTION
PROCESS

STEP 4:
FOLLOW-UP
MEETING

1) Implement the interventions that were identified at the meeting
2) Keep accurate records of the time, duration, and response to interventions - utilizing the
Problem-Solving Worksheet
3) Conduct fidelity monitoring as outlined in the Problem-Solving Worksheet

1) Review the interventions that were selected at the first meeting, analyze the student’s
response to intervention(s) - complete Step 4 of the Problem-Solving Worksheet
2) If the data indicates the intervention has led to successful student performance continue interventions and progress-monitoring to ensure ongoing success
3) If the student continues to display a performance discrepancy, the team should be
expanded to include professionals in the areas of particular concern for the student (school
psychologist, speech therapist, reading specialist, etc.) - analyze Problem-Solving
Worksheet, intensify, modify, or add interventions, establish a follow-up meeting date/time

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION OR SECTION 504 REFERRAL
If, at any time, the SAT suspects that a student may be a student with an exceptionality and/or may have a
need for special education services or a Section 504 plan, the team must refer the student for an initial special
education and/or Section 504 evaluation. The SAT process should not delay a student from receiving a
special education and/or Section 504 evaluation, and parents must be informed of the nature of student
performance data being collected, the general education services being provided, strategies for increasing the
student’s rate of learning, and their right to request an evaluation.
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EASTERN UPPER PENINSULA INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM REFERRAL FORM
Complete the following worksheet prior to initial Student Assistance Team meeting.
Areas identified with (**) are required for an Individual Reading Improvement Plan.
Student’s Name: _______________________________________

Grade:

___________

Referred by: ___________________________________________

Date:

___________

Teacher(s): ________________________________________________________________________________
Background Information
Is there a history of excessive absences? _______

If yes, total absences _________

Has the student been retained?

_______

If yes, what year(s)? __________________________________

Most recent vision exam:

Date _______

Results _____________________________________________

Most recent hearing exam:

Date _______

Results _____________________________________________

Does the student wear glasses?

total tardies ________

________

If there are medical or mental health diagnoses, please cite diagnoses and date diagnosed: ____________________
.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT REGARDING GRADE-LEVEL EXPECTATIONS
DATE
CONTENT AREA
**State Assessment Name:

SCORE

PERCENTILE

**Benchmark and/or MDE Initial Assessment:
□ NWEA-MAP □ DIBELS □ AIMSWEB □ Other Initial Assessment:_______________

Progress Monitoring: □ NWEA-MAP □ DIBELS □ AIMSWEB

**Curriculum Assessments: □ DRA □ STAR □ PLAN □ SAT □ P-SAT □ GLAD □ EXPLORE □ NWEA-MAP
□ F&P

**MDE Extensive Assessments: □ Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement
□ Other MDE Extensive Assessment: __________________

□ DRA2

□ F&P BAS

Progress Monitoring: Running Records
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Current Grades as of ________________ (date) *within 2 weeks
Standards Based Key: _____ = Proficient (Strength)

Reading __________

Writing __________

_____ = Partially Proficient (Neutral) ______ = Not Proficient (Weakness)

Math __________

Social Studies _________ Science __________

Academic Strengths and Weaknesses
Please provide data to demonstrate the student’s skill in each area as compared to the age/grade level expectation and as compared
to his/her peers.
Note: Data from the Fall of kindergarten may be below the target level and not considered deficient due to a lack of exposure to
education and instruction. Fall Kindergarten data will be used as a baseline for growth data and is important to collect.
Assessment
Used and Date
Administered

Target
Performance
Level
(age/grade level
expectation)

Student
Performance
Level

Peer Performance
Level
(average class
performance on
same assessment)

Target
Performance
Gap

Peer
Performance
Gap

(difference
between
target and
student)

(difference
between peer
and student)

Basic Reading
Skills
Reading Fluency

Reading
Comprehension
Mathematics
Calculations
Mathematical
Problem-Solving
Written
Expression
Oral Expression

Listening
Comprehension
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**Date Reading Deficiency was Identified: _______________
**Area(s) of Concern:
Phonemic Awareness

Comments:

Phonics
Vocabulary/Oral Language
Reading Fluency
Reading Comprehension

Area(s) of Non-Academic
Concern

Description of the Problem

Supporting Data: (e.g., # of office
referrals, % of homework completed, # of
prompts required to initiate a task, etc.)

Inattention
Organization
Verbally Inappropriate
Physically Inappropriate
Disruptive
Internalized Behaviors
(sad, anxious, etc.)

Parent Contact (Two contacts required):
1. Date: ___________ Method: _______________________
2. Date: ___________ Method: _______________________

Outcome: ___________________________
Outcome: ___________________________
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Interventions Utilized (Reading Recovery, Math Recovery, SIMS Strategies, check-in check-out, break system,
time away, etc.)
Intervention
Attempted

Baseline (include
specific data)

Frequency of
Intervention (# of
weeks, minutes per
session)

Duration (start and
end date - minimum
of 4 weeks)

Results (include
specific data)

Accommodations Provided (e.g., reformatted worksheets, changed task size, extended time, visual prompts, increase
time, visual timer, etc.)
Accommodation

Baseline (include
specific data)

Frequency of Use (daily,
all assessments, etc)

Duration (start and
end date - minimum
of 4 weeks)

Results (include
specific data)

Number of Discipline Referrals during the current year _____ (attach copies/summary to form)
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Existing ABC [antecedent - behavior - consequence] data - SAMPLE BELOW - DO NOT complete here - utilize ABC data
collection sheets that are available at www.eupschools.org
Date:

Time:

Antecedent:
What happens just
before the
behavior?

Setting Event
(Mark only one)

Behavior Type:
What does the behavior look
like—in measureable terms?

Behavior Intensity:
To what extent is the
behavior disruptive to
learning? *

Consequence:

□ Adult made a
request/gave a
direction
□ Peer interaction
□ Required task
□ Transition from
one activity to
another
□ Other: _____

□ Group instruction
- seats
□ Group instruction
- carpet
□ Independent
Work
□ Special (Art,
Music, PE)
□ Computer lab
□ Library
□ Hallway
□ Breakfast
□ Lunch
□ Recess
□ Bus
□ Other (sleep,
medication, illness,
etc.): ___________

□ Physically aggressive
(hitting, kicking, biting, etc)
□ Physically inappropriate
movement (on tables, etc)
□ Refuses to follow adult
directions
□ Disruptive/loud/interruptive
□ Destroying/Damaging
property
□ Swearing
□ Passive refusal (ignoring,
etc)
□ Other: _________________

□ mild due to noises
(words or sounds) or
attention required by
adults (no physical)
□ moderate due to
physical threat to self
or others including
throwing
objects/things
towards others,
spitting towards
others, leaving
classroom or running
away
□ high due to causing
physical harm to
others or self,
including hitting,
biting, kicking
□ severe due to
repeatedly physically
harming others or self,
including hitting
repeatedly, kicking
repeatedly, etc.,
during this incident

□ Avoid task
(objects/activities)
□ Avoid attention
(peer/adult)
□ Gain attention
(peer/adult)
□ Escape setting/activity
□ Sensory need

What happens
immediately after the
behavior? What is
maintaining the
behavior?
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EASTERN UPPER PENINSULA INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM
PROBLEM-SOLVING WORKSHEET
Complete the following worksheet at the initial Student Assistance Team Meeting.
Add, delete, modify the same problem-solving worksheets at subsequent Student
Assistance Team Meetings, as applicable.
Areas identified with (**) are required for an Individual Reading Improvement Plan.

Student

Date

School

Grade

Teacher

Area of Concern:
___ Reading
___Organization

___Writing
___Verbally Inappropriate

___ Mathematics
___ Communication ___ Attention
___ Physically Inappropriate ___Disruptive
___ Internalized

General Description of Concern:

Data Analysis for Behavior Concerns (if academic concern only - go to Step 1 on page X)
MUST be completed prior to Step 1: Problem Identification if SAT is addressing behavior concerns
MUST have at least 5 days of ABC [antecedent - behavior - consequence] data is required
ROUTINES/SETTING ANALYSIS: Where, when and with whom problem behaviors are most likely.
Time

Routine/Setting &
Staff Involved

Likelihood of Problem
Behavior

Specific Problem
Behavior

Low
1

2

3

4

High
5
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Current Intervention for
the Problem Behavior
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LIST ROUTINES/SETTINGS in order of Priority for Behavior Support: Identify routines from above with ratings of
5 or 6. Cluster when there is significant (a) similarity of activities (conditions) AND (b) similarity of problem
behavior(s).
Routines/Settings/Context

Problem Behavior(s) - described in observable terms

Routine/Setting # 1
Routine/Setting # 2
Routine/Setting # 3
Which Routine/Behavior will the team problem-solve first?_______________________________________________

DEFINING THE BEHAVIOR: Utilize A-B-C data collected to further define the behavior.
What is the frequency of the Problem Behavior in the targeted routine (# x’s /day or hour)?
What is the duration of the Problem Behavior in the targeted routine (in seconds or min)?
What is the intensity of the Problem Behavior in the targeted routine?
Mild due to noises (words or sounds) or attention required by adults (no physical).
Moderate due to physical threat to self or others including throwing objects/things towards others,
spitting towards others, leaving classroom or running away.
High due to causing physical harm to others or self, including hitting, biting, kicking.
Severe due to repeatedly physically harming others or self, including hitting repeatedly, kicking
repeatedly, etc. – during this incident.
Does the Behavior Escalate?

Y

N

If Yes, are there any clearly defined triggers?
(See Behavior Escalation Worksheet located at
www.eupschools.org for additional support)

Does Behavior Pose Immediate Danger?

Y

N

If Yes, consult with special education supervisor
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ANTECEDENT(s): Rank Order the strongest triggers/predictors of problem behavior. Then ask

corresponding follow-up question(s) to get a detailed understanding of triggers ranked #1 & 2.
Follow-up Questions – Get as specific as possible

Environmental Features
(Rank order strongest 2)
___ a. Adult made a
request/gave a direction
___ b. Peer interaction
___ c. Required task
___ d. Transition from one
activity to another
___ Other: _______________

If a - describe manner of request - voice tone, volume, purpose, etc.
If b - describe nature of interaction and which peers
If c - describe task/demand in detail
If d - describe nature of transition - what are established procedures
for the transition
If Other – describe:

CONSEQUENCE(s): Rank Order the strongest pay-off for student that appears most likely to maintain the problem behavior
in the routine above. Then ask follow-up questions to detail consequences ranked #1 & 2.
Consequences/Function
___ a. Avoid task
(object/activities)

As applicable -- Follow-Up Questions – Get as specific as possible

If a – Describe specific task/ activity/sensation avoided?
Be specific, DO NOT simply list subject area, but specifically describe type of work within
the subject area (be precise)?
Can the student perform the task independently?
Is academic assessment needed to ID specific skill deficits?

___ b. Avoid attention
(peer/adult)

Y
Y

N
N

If b -- Who is avoided?
Why avoiding this person?

___ c. Gain attention
(peer/adult)

If c -- Whose attention is obtained?
How is the attention provided?

___ d. Escape setting/activity
-

If d -- Describe setting/activity
Describe where student escapes to

___ e. Sensory need
If e -- What specific item, activity or sensation is obtained?
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OUTSIDE FACTORS(s): Rank Order any events that happen outside of the immediate routine (at home or earlier in day) that
commonly make problem behavior more likely or worse in the routine above.
__ hunger
__ lack of sleep

__ conflict at home
__ change in routine

__ conflict at school
__ homework not done

__ missed medication
__ failure in previous class

__ illness
__ other: _____________

SUMMARY OF BEHAVIOR: Fill in boxes below using information from above
ANTECEDENT(s) / Triggers

Problem Behavior(s)

CONSEQUENCE(s)/ Function

ROUTINES/SETTING EVENTS

How likely is it that this Summary of Behavior accurately explains the identified behavior occurring?

Not real sure 1

2

3

4

5

6

100% Sure/No Doubt
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STEP 1: Problem Identification - What is the problem?
1.1 Define the problem.
Academic: What is the benchmark/expected level of performance?
Behavioral: Reach consensus on an operational definition of the behavior.
1.2 Identify student’s current level of performance.
Academic: What data directly assesses the target skill you want the student to perform?
Behavioral: What data directly assesses the behavior you want the student to demonstrate?

1.3 Identify the gap.
Academic: What is the gap between benchmark/expected level of performance and the student’s current level of
performance?
Behavioral: What skill(s) is the student missing that is creating a gap between the desired behavior and students current
level of performance?
1.4 Identify the target.
Academic: What is the target skill? (measurable, observable, reportable)
Behavioral: What is the desired replacement behavior? (measurable, observable, reportable)
1.5 Do we have enough information to complete Problem Identification?
If yes, go on to Problem Analysis.
If no, what information is still needed?
When will we meet again?
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Step 2**
Target skill (Step 1.4)
Based upon available data (gathered through review, interview, observation, testing), why do you think the target
skill or behavior is not occurring and what is the predicted result of actions you might take?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Below, record each hypothesis for why the target skill is not occurring along with its matched prediction statement.
Provide any data to validate or refute each hypothesis.
Hypothesis
What are the most likely
reasons this problem is
occurring? Address
potential domains of
instruction, curriculum,
environment, learner.

Prediction Statement
Based upon what we’ve
learned, what could be
changed about instruction,
curriculum, and/or
environment in order to
enable the student to
learn?

Relevant Data
What specific baseline data
is related to this hypothesis
and prediction?

Validated (yes/no)
Does this data support the
hypothesis? - Write “yes.”

#1
The problem could be
occurring because...

#1
If ____ would occur, the
problem could be reduced

#1

#1

#2

#2

#2

#2

#3

#3

#3

#3

Does this data refute the
hypothesis? - Write “no.”

Do we have enough information to complete the Problem Analysis?
If yes, go on to Intervention Implementation - step 3.
If no, what information is still needed?
When will we meet again?
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Step 3: Intervention Implementation: - What are we going to do about it?
3.1 Target Skill/Behavior Summary**
Who is the intervention plan being developed for?
What is the target skill?
What is the expected level of performance?
What is the current level of performance?

3.2 Identify Intermediate Steps
Academic Concern: **
What are acceptable accommodations for the student while working towards the skill?
Behavior Concern:

Successive Approximations - It is typically necessary to teach approximations of the desired skill or behavior
to move from the Replacement Behavior to the Desired Behavior.

Desired Behavior:

Antecedent:

Natural Consequence:

Approximation #3:
Approximation #2:

Function:

Approximation #1:
Replacement Behavior:
3.3 Intervention Development**
Verified Hypothesis

Intervention Plan

Support Plan

Monitoring Fidelity

Monitoring Plan for
Determining
Student Progress

Who is responsible?

Who is responsible?

Who is responsible?

Who is responsible?

What will be done?

What will be done?

What will be done?

What data will be
collected and how
often?

When will it occur?

When will it occur?

When will it occur?

Where will it occur?

Where will it occur?

Where will it occur?

How will we decide
if the plan is
effective?
19
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Step 4: Response to Intervention/Instruction: - Is the plan working?**
Review Date(s)

Verified Hypothesis (from step 3.3)

Intervention Plan (from step 3.3)

Attach graphed data for each review date.
Student response to intervention/instruction: Met Expectation (at expected level within given time frame)
Progressing (approaching expected level but not at desired rate)
Modification Needed (not on target to reach expected level within
given time)
If met expectation...

If progressing...

If modification needed...

Consider:
-Continuing Instructional Supports
-Adjusting Goal Upward
-Fading Supports

Answer:
Was intervention/instruction
implemented as planned?
yes _____ no _____

Answer:
Was intervention/instruction
implemented as planned?
yes _____ no _____

Additional Comments/Discussion:

If no, what were the barriers to
implementation?

If no, what were the barriers to
implementation?

What strategies will be used to
address the barriers?

What strategies will be used to
address the barriers?

If yes, what other factors should be
considered for more positive
outcomes? (e.g . increased intensity,
increased frequency, etc)

If yes, was instruction aligned with
the verified hypothesis, or is there
other aligned instruction to consider?

Additional Comments/Discussion:

Are there other hypotheses to consider
(revisit step 2)?

Action Plan:

Was the problem correctly identified
(revisit step 1)?

Action Plan:

Additional Comments/Discussion:

Action Plan (revisit step 3):

*Problem Solving Process Materials adapted from Florida Guiding Tools for Instructional Problem Solving

Parent Involvement**:
20
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A Read at Home Plan is required for Individual Reading Improvement Plans. However Student Assistance
Teams should consider adding a home plan for all areas addressed during the SAT process. A home plan should
include:
● a description of activities for parents to complete with child
● how often those activities should be completed
● the amount of time that should be spent on the activities

Read at Home Plan
Date Provided with Read
at Home Plan:
Date of Training offered
to Parent:

Parent Attended?
Y or N

Materials Provided for
Read at Home Plan:
Parents Comments/Concerns**:
● Document any dissenting opinions: (Any participating member of the meeting can voice their
disagreement with the majority’s opinion/outcome of the meeting.)

**
Parent/Guardian Signature:___________________________
Date(s): 1st Mtg _______

2nd Mtg________

3rd Mtg _______

4th Mtg _______

School Official Signature: ____________________________
Date(s): 1st Mtg _______

2nd Mtg________

3rd Mtg _______

4th Mtg _______

**
Student is no longer deficient in Reading, as of: ______________
School Official Signature:_______________________
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Documentation of the student’s ability to maintain achievement and progress once exited from the
intervention**:
It is recommended that the student continue to be administered progress monitoring assessments every 2 weeks,
for 6 weeks, after being exited from the intervention. The same progress monitoring tool that was used during
the intervention should be used during this postvention time.

Assessment

Date
Administered

Student’s
Performance

Expected
Performance

Gap Between
Student
Performance and
Expectation
(Expected Score Student Score = Gap)

Exit Data Date:

2 Weeks Post Exit:

4 Weeks Post Exit:

6 Weeks Post Exit:

It is recommended that the student and school team reflect on what the postvention data is communicating regarding the
student’s ability to maintain achievement and progress without intervention. If data suggests additional support is needed
to progress at an expected rate, the problem solving process should continue.
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM MEETING EXPECTATIONS
Within the Student Assistance Team Meeting, it is recommended that the EUPISD Team Meeting Guiding
Principles be followed.
1. Talk to the Board - Utilize a public note-taker to record ideas that are visible to all team members. The
board establishes a third point of communication and helps keep the meeting student-focused.
2. Take Off Your Hat - Within the SAT, all participants have valuable information and no one person’s
input is more valuable simply because of their job title.
3. All Ideas are Good Ideas - While developing hypotheses during the problem-solving process, it is
important to capture all ideas in the room. Capture all equally; as if they are all good ideas.
4. Refrain from Explaining, Defending, or Convincing - While developing hypotheses during the problemsolving process, let the data talk and refrain from excessive explanations, defenses, or convincing.
5. Focus on Developing the Best Idea in the Room - When selecting the hypothesis to pursue, it is
important to remember that this may not be the best solution. It is what the team has at that moment and
it is the idea that will be developed moving forward.
6. All Decisions are Made Based on Law, Research, and Data - During a SAT, these words should never
be said, “I think...” or “I feel...” Decision-making should always be focused on what the law requires,
what research indicates is best practice, and what the data shows needs emphasis.
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM MEETING INVITATION
DATE:

___________________________

TO:

_________________________________________________________
(Parent/Guardian)

RE:

_________________________________________________________
(Student's Name)

The school Student Assistance Team (SAT) has received a referral to discuss your child’s
educational programming and to consider interventions that might help your student be more
successful. The attached informational flyer describes the SAT process. Please review the flyer and
make note of anything you would like to discuss/share at the meeting. We would like to invite you to
attend a meeting with the SAT which is scheduled for:

DATE:

____________________________________________

TIME:

____________________________________________

PLACE: ____________________________________________

If this is not a convenient date and time we will arrange a meeting at a date and time that is
convenient for you. Please contact __________________________ at ___________________ if you
would like to request a different meeting date/time.

THE FOLLOWING STUDENT ASSISTANCE TEAM MEMBERS HAVE BEEN INVITED:
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF RECORDS
Student: _________________________________________

Birth Date:_______________________________

I hereby authorize the following persons, agencies, and/or the Multi-Agency Team to engage in verbal or written
communication for my child. All pertinent records and information can be exchanged among agencies as necessary. I
am aware that this information will be strictly confidential and will be used in my child's best interest in order to provide the
best medical and educational management. Parental consent is VOLUNTARY and may be revoked at any time with
written notice.
Please check the information to be released:
𝥁 Evaluations based on psychological testing
𝥁 Social/developmental history
𝥁 Speech and Language reports
𝥁 OT/PT reports
reports
𝥁 Team document (IEP’s)
𝥁 Staff reports (MET)

𝥁Health/medical records
𝥁 Vision/Hearing
𝥁 Progress reports

The agencies authorized to exchange information include:
(Please indicate approval by writing, "YES" or "NO" in each space below)
__________

Department of Community Health

__________

Eastern Upper Peninsula Intermediate School District

__________

Department of Human Services

__________

Head Start/Child care Services

__________

Hiawatha Behavioral Health or Pathways

__________

Michigan Jobs Commission, Michigan Rehabilitation Services

__________

Michigan Protection and Advocacy/CAUSE

__________

Northern Transitions/Tri-Co. Vocational, Inc.

__________

Probate Court

__________

Sault Tribe of Chippewa Indians/Binogii Placement Agency

__________

Upper Michigan Behavioral Health Services

__________

Hospital and Affiliated Clinics

__________

School(s)

__________

Other

__________

Physician(s)

__________

Clinician(s)/Case Workers

Name: ______________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
Information will NOT be disclosed to any other party except personnel with legitimate educational interest without prior
consent of the parent or legal guardian. This authorization shall continue in effect until revoked in writing or not longer
than one year from the date recorded below.
______________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature
Date

__________________________________________
Witness Signature
Date
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